overview
Sushant School of Art and Architecture (SSAA) was established in 1989 by Chiranjiv Charitable Trust, a premier voluntary organization devoted to the cause of education. In the last 25 years, SSAA has established itself as one of the top three architectural institutes in the Indian subcontinent (as per the EUMD India List of Top Architectural Institutes in India by the British Council). The school is recognized by the Council of Architecture (COA). SSAA has a reputable tradition of education demonstrated in the exceptional work of its alumni across the world.

programme structure
Sushant School of Art and Architecture implements a dynamic and innovative way of learning. With its extremely qualified faculty and effective 1 to 10 Studio units, lessons grow from simple informative to ‘learning by doing’. We provide exposure to both the best cutting edge technology and traditional building techniques.

the SSAA advantage:
• Global quality education spanning decades
• Trans-disciplinary learning
• Soft skills training for value addition
• Industry-focused contemporary curricula and multiple specializations
• Latest equipment such as Laser cutter and 3D printer
• Excellent library and e-resources
• International collaborations with premium global universities for academic and research activities
• Liberal merit-based scholarships
• Site visits and study tours

school achievements
Some of the School’s achievements include: short-listed for ‘Transparence 2013’; participated with Deakin University for workshop, work exhibited at Australian High Commission; Winner of National Institute of Advanced Studies in Architecture 2013 – North Zone (most innovative & astounding Thesis). SSAA has been amongst the top ranked architecture institutions in the country for over two decades, and ranked “No 5 among Top Architecture Schools in India [Outlook Survey]”.

The faculty at SSAA is geared towards developing, in each student, a strong sense of design, technical sensibility and all-round awareness early in their career and endeavours to form many more research and practice alliances in the future.

faculty
All our faculty members are licensed architects with affiliations and memberships to a number of professional bodies, both national and international. Most of them have at least one specialization at the Masters level, and some of them hold a doctorate. SSAA has a good mix of young and senior faculty members providing the students a diverse range of ideas. The insight provided by visiting faculty including a number of leading design professionals and academics, is one of the reasons that SSAA graduates walk out as ‘market ready’.

programme requirements
Admissions will be granted purely on the basis of merit, for which the following criteria is applicable

Eligibility criteria :
10+2 with Mathematics | 50%
(min 50% agg.)
+ NATA Score | 50%